FIRST OVER EVEREST
differed from that actually adopted by the geographer at the
India Office in London for the Adas of India.
"The calculations for Colonel Valentine Slacker's projection
were carefully made and tabulated in a more convenient form
for use than was actually die case with the Atlas projection.
Moreover, his central meridian and parallel, 20° latitude, 80°
longitude, were more symmetrically placed than the central
parallel and meridian (24$° latitude, 76^° longitude) of the
Adas.
"The polyconic projection was thus Colonel Slacker's gift to
India, though his exact projection was afterwards modified by
General Walker."
In 1823 when the tide of Surveyor-General was permanendy
established, Colonel Lambton was detailed to organise die
great framework of the trigonometrical survey on die present
lines, and assumed the office of Superintendent.
"In 1906, the Survey Committee abandoned the Adas sheet
projection as defective, and brought the quarter-inch to one
mile maps on to the polyconic system following Colonel
Blacker who had had no mathematical specialists in dealing with
map projections. The officers of die Honourable Company,
Lambton from the Infantry, Everest from the Artillery, and
Blacker from the Cavalry, had to be their own specialists.
This Lieutenant Everest, was the disciple of Colonel Blacker,
who succeeded Lambton and afterwards became Colonel Sir
George Everest and Surveyor-General of India.
He carried on Slacker's work, extending his triangulation
to the summit of the world's highest mountain. This tri-
angulation, made in the days of our grandfathers and great-
grandfathers, is the foundation on which the work of every
subsequent exploration of Mount Everest and the region round
it is based, culminating in the air survey of April 1933.
Triangulation itself is a matter which, to the uninitiated,
seems remote—in fact, painfully distant—from the actual
production of a map which the ordinary person can use. But
without triangulation the map for the ordinary person tends
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